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ABSTRACT
In a multimodal conversational interface supporting speech
and deictic gesture, deictic gestures on the graphical display
have been traditionally used to identify user attention, for
example, through reference resolution. Since the context of
the identified attention can potentially constrain the associ-
ated intention, our hypothesis is that deictic gestures can go
beyond attention and apply to intention recognition. Driven
by this assumption, this paper systematically investigates the
role of deictic gestures in intention recognition. We ex-
periment with different model-based methods and instance-
based methods to incorporate gestural information for inten-
tion recognition. We examine the effects of utilizing gestu-
ral information in two different processing stages: speech
recognition stage and language understanding stage. Our
empirical results have shown that utilizing gestural informa-
tion improves intention recognition. The performance is fur-
ther improved when gestures are incorporated in both speech
recognition and language understanding stages compared to
either stage alone.

Author Keywords
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ture.

ACM Classification Keywords
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INTRODUCTION
In multimodal conversational systems, multiple input modal-
ities (e.g., speech, gesture, and eye gaze) are utilized to fa-
cilitate more natural and efficient human machine conver-
sation [23]. Many systems with different combinations of
modalities haven been developed in the last two decades [7,
13, 17, 27]. In this paper, we focus on a speech-gesture sys-
tem where user speech inputs are accompanied by deictic
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gestures on the graphical display. Since human speech is
the most natural communication mode, this type of system
is easier and more intuitive for users to interact with.

A key component in multimodal conversational systems is
semantic interpretation, which is to identify semantic mean-
ings from user input. In conversational systems, the “mean-
ing” from user input can be generally categorized into inten-
tion and attention [11]. Intention indicates the user’s motiva-
tion and action. Attention reflects focus of the conversation,
in other words, what has been talked about. In the speech-
gesture system where speech is the dominant mode of com-
munication, the user intention (such as asking for price of
an object) is generally expressed by spoken language and at-
tention (e.g., the specific object) is indicated by the deictic
gesture on the graphical display.

Based on such observations, many speech-gesture systems
apply a semantic fusion approach where speech is used to
mainly identify intention and deictic gestures are used to
identify attention [1, 18, 9]. It is not clear whether deictic
gestures can be used at all in recognizing intention and how
to use those gestures. In our view, deictic gestures not only
indicate users’ attention, but also can activate the relevant
context (e.g., domain context and visual context). This con-
text can constrain the type of intention associated to attention
and thus provide useful information for intention prediction.

Driven by this assumption, this paper presents an empiri-
cal investigation on the role of deictic gestures in intention
recognition. We apply model-based methods and instance-
based methods to incorporate gestural information to rec-
ognize users’ intention. We examine the effects of using
gestural information for user intention recognition in two
stages – speech recognition stage and language understand-
ing stage. Our empirical results have shown that utilizing
gestural information improves intention recognition and the
performance is further improved when gestures are incorpo-
rated in both speech recognition and language understanding
stages compared to either stage alone.

In the following sections, we first give an introduction to
multimodal input interpretation, then describe in detail in-
tention recognition with gestural information, and finally
present results from empirical evaluations.



RELATED WORK
Intention has been addressed in a number of ways to serve
different purposes in different research areas. For example,
in the field of Robotics, intention has been used to represent
an idea or a mental state associated with human actions [32],
a sequence of human behaviors or robot actions [16, 20], and
a specific robot action [30]. In dialog systems, intention is
used generally to refer to discourse purpose [11], which is
related to our definition of intention here. More specifically,
intention recognition in our work is to identify specific ac-
tions from user utterances that constitute a part of conversa-
tion discourse. Rather than identifying high level intentions
such as various beliefs, doubt, promise, and compliment, we
are only dealing with specific intention that is relevant to the
type of conversational systems we are developing.

Besides intention, another important type of information
from user utterances is attention [11]. In multimoal conver-
sational systems, deictic gestures have been mainly used for
attention identification in previous work. Many approaches
have been developed to incorporate gestural information to
resolve referring expressions (e.g., using gesture informa-
tion to resolve what this refers to in the utterance “how
much does this cost?”) [15, 33, 22, 19, 5, 3]. For exam-
ple, a salience-based approach was designed for reference
resolution in a multimodal system supporting deictic ges-
ture [15]. In this approach, each potential referent is as-
signed a salience value decided by discourse and visual con-
textual factors (e.g., whether objects are visible on screen
or selected by deictic gestures). To determine the referent
of a multimodal referring expression, the system retrieves
the most salient referent that satisfies the semantic restric-
tions of the referring expression. In a multimodal map ap-
plication [19], a decision list was designed for multimodal
reference resolution based on the theory of Givenness Hier-
archy. The decision list determines the referents based on
whether there are objects being gestured to or objects visible
on the screen and whether these objects satisfy semantic re-
strictions of the referring expressions. Another graph-based
approach was designed for reference resolution in a map-
based real estate domain [5]. By representing spoken refer-
ring expressions and gesture selections as Attribute Relation
Graphs (ARGs), the graph-based approach determines refer-
ents for the referring expressions by matching the ARGs in
a way that achieves maximum semantic and temporal com-
patibility. Most recently, a greedy algorithm was designed
to resolve referents according to semantic, discourse context
and temporal constraints of deictic gestures and referring ex-
pressions based on cognitive principles [3]. Different from
these earlier works, this paper focuses on how to take gesture
beyond attention identification to help intention recognition.

Our work in this paper is based on the hypothesis that the
context associated with gestured objects constrains intention
and thus can be used to help predict intention. Using con-
textual knowledge to help language understanding has been
addressed in previous work [6, 29, 10, 21, 12, 28, 4, 25]. For
example, dialog contextual information is combined with the
syntactic and acoustic information of the user’s utterance to
improve speech recognition by re-ranking the n-best speech

hypothesis [6]. In a synthetic visual scene description do-
main [28], visual context, constituted by the visual features
of objects such as color and shape, is used to tailor a class-
based bigram language model for recognizing users’ utter-
ances describing objects in a visual scene. In our previous
work, domain context has been incorporated into speech pro-
cessing under a salience-based framework [4, 25]. In this
framework, deictic gestures are used to indicate the salience
of domain contextual knowledge to help speech recognition.
Extending this earlier work, we investigate utilization of do-
main context signaled by the user’s deictic gesture in un-
derstanding the user utterances, specifically, recognizing the
user intention.
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Figure 1. Multimodal interpretation based on semantic fusion

MULTIMODAL INTERPRETATION
Multimodal interpretation is a process of identifying seman-
tic meaning from user inputs. For the system where speech
is the main mode of communication and accompanied by de-
ictic gestures, a semantic fusion approach is widely adopted
for multimodal interpretation. Figure 1 shows an example of
multimodal interpretation by a semantic fusion approach. In
the example, the user says “who is the artist of this paint-
ing?” and at the same time points to a position on the
screen. The system first creates partial meaning represen-
tations independently from speech and gesture modalities.
For speech input, the system first converts acoustic speech
signal to word sequence by speech recognition, then, in lan-
guage understanding, the system infers what the user wants
to do from the recognized speech. For instance, in this ex-
ample, the system identifies that the user intends to request
information about some artist (represented in the intention
structure in Figure 1-(a)) and the object of interest is some
kind of painting (represented in the attention structure). For



gesture input, the system first obtains the location where the
deictic gesture takes place by gesture recognition, then iden-
tifies what object the gesture points to in gesture understand-
ing. For example, here the deictic gesture would result in
two possible objects as shown in Figure 1-(b). The partial
meaning representations from speech and gesture input mu-
tually disambiguate each other and the compatible ones are
fused together to form the overall semantic representation as
shown in Figure 1-(c).

As seen from this example, because of the nature of point-
ing, deictic gestures can be most conveniently used to iden-
tify objects in focus. However, we believe that deictic ges-
tures should also help intention recognition. Therefore, we
proposed a new architecture as shown in Figure 2. In this ar-
chitecture, gesture can be incorporated in two stages to help
intention recognition. As illustrated by (a) in Figure 2, ges-
ture can be used together with recognized speech hypotheses
in language understanding (LU) stage for intention recogni-
tion. Since speech recognition is not perfect, gesture can also
be used in speech recognition (SR) stage to improve speech
recognition hypotheses and thus improve intention recogni-
tion as shown in Figure 2-(b).
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Figure 2. Using Gesture for intention recognition

In the following section, we describe how intention is au-
tomatically inferred. In particular, we explain how deictic
gesture can be combined with speech to recognize user in-
tention.

INTENTION RECOGNITION
We investigate utilizing gesture for intention recognition in
a speech-gesture system that is built for a 3D interior dec-
oration domain as shown in Figure 3. Users can interact
with the system using both speech and deictic gestures to
query information about the 3D objects or arrange the room
by adding, removing, moving, and coloring the objects. For
example, the user may say “remove this lamp” or ask “what’s
the power of this lamp?” while pointing at a lamp in the
scene.

As shown by (c) in Figure 1, semantic meanings of users’
multimodal inputs are represented by semantic frames (Fig-
ure 1-(c)), which consists of two parts: intention and at-
tention. Intention specifies what the user intends to do
to an object, whereas attention indicates which object the

Figure 3. A 3D interior decoration domain

user wants to take action on. Specifically, intention is rep-
resented by an action and its corresponding aspect. All
actions and corresponding aspects in the interior decora-
tion domain are shown in Table 1. Note that for action
ACT-INFO REQUEST, the aspect includes different domain
properties such as ARTIST, AGE, and PRICE. Instead of
putting the properties in the attention structure as in [2], we
move these properties to the intention structure since they
can be applied to any object of interest within a certain se-
mantic class.

Action Aspect
ACT-ADD <null>
ACT-ALTERNATES SHOW <null>
ACT-INFO REQUEST <domain property> or <null>
ACT-MOVE <location> or <null>
ACT-PAINT <color> or <null>
ACT-REMOVE <null>
ACT-REPLACE <replacement> or <null>
ACT-ROTATE <direction> or <null>

Table 1. Intentions in the 3D interior decoration domain

Given this representation, intention recognition can be for-
mulated as a classification problem. Each action-aspect pair
can be considered as a particular type of intention. For action
ACT-INFO REQUEST, there are 11 possible aspect values,
which result in 11 classes. For all other 7 actions, each ac-
tion is treated as one type of intention despite multiple pos-
sible aspect values. During interpretation, additional post-
processing will take place to identify different aspects. For
example, for action ACT-PAINT, the system will try to iden-
tify the <color> value (e.g., red, blue) from the user’s ut-
terance after ACT-PAINT is predicted as the user’s intended
action. In this paper, we only focus on the classification
of intention without elaborating on the postprocessing. In
total, there are 19 target classes for intention recognition
(including class NOT-UNDERSTOOD to represent intention
not supported in the domain).

Using Gesture in Language Understanding for Intention
Recognition
To examine the role of deictic gestures in intention predic-
tion, we apply different approaches to incorporate gesture
with recognized speech hypotheses during language under-
standing stage. Next, we describe how we extract semantic
features from users spoken utterances and gestures for pre-
dicting user intention.



Semantic Features
The semantic features of users’ multimodal input consist
of two parts: lexical features extracted from users’ spoken
utterances, and domain contextual features extracted from
users’ deictic gestures.

• Lexical Features
Lexical feature is represented by a binary feature vector
that indicates what semantic concepts appear in the user’s
utterance. The semantic concepts are extracted from the
recognized speech hypotheses (could be n-best hypothe-
ses or 1-best hypothesis) based on lexical rules. Currently,
we have 18 semantic concepts in the interior decoration
domain with 130 lexical rules.

• Domain Contextual Features
When a deictic gesture takes place, the selected object and
its properties as defined in the domain are activated, which
forms the domain context of the user’s utterance. This
context constrains what the user is likely talking about.
For example, the user is unlikely to ask the artist of a lamp
or the wattage of a picture. Therefore, this domain context
can be used to help predict user intention. For each ges-
ture that accompanies the user’s utterance, we choose the
most likely object selected by the gesture and use the se-
mantic type of the object as the contextual feature. There
are 14 semantic types of objects in the domain.

Model-Based Intention Prediction
Given an instance x that is represented by semantic features,
we applied three classifiers to predict user intention.

• Naive Bayes
The prediction c∗ of instance x is given by

c∗ = arg max
c

p(c|x) = arg max
c

p(c|x1, x2, . . . , xm)

(1)
where xi is the i-th feature of instance x.

Applying Bayes’ theorem and assuming the features are
conditionally independent given a class, we have

p(c|x) =
p(x|c)p(c)

p(x)
=

p(x1, x2, . . . , xm|c)p(c)
p(x)

=
p(c)

∏m
i=1 p(xi|c)
p(x)

∝ p(c)
m∏

i=1

p(xi|c) (2)

Estimating p(c) and p(xi|c) from the training data, we can
get the prediction of a testing instance by Equation (1). In
our evaluation, add-one smoothing was used in the esti-
mation of p(c) and p(xi|c) for predicting user intention.

• Decision Tree
In a decision tree, each root node provides the classifica-
tion of the instances, each non-leaf node specifies a test of
some attribute of the instances, and each branch descend-
ing from that node corresponds to one of the possible val-
ues for this attribute. Decision trees classify instances by

sorting them down the tree from the root node to some leaf
node through a list of attribute tests. We used C4.5 algo-
rithm [26] to construct decision trees for intention predic-
tion based on the semantic features of users’ multimodal
input.

• Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The SVM [8] is built by mapping instances to a high di-
mensional space and finding a hyperplane with the largest
margin that separates the training instances into two classes
in the mapped space. In prediction, an instance is classi-
fied depending the side of the hyperplane it lies in. A
kernel function κ is used in SVM to achieve linear clas-
sification in the high dimensional space. Based on the
semantic features of users’ multimodal input, we used a
polynomial kernel for user intention prediction.

Since SVM can only handle binary (2-class) classifica-
tion, a “one-against-one” method is applied to use SVM
for multi-class classification [14]. For a classification task
of c classes, c(c − 1)/2 SVMs are built for all pairs of
classes and each SVM is trained on the data from the pair
of two classes. In the testing phase, a test instance x is
classified through a majority voting strategy. For each of
the c(c−1)/2 binary classifiers built for class pair (ci, cj),
if the classifier decides x belongs to the class ci, the vote
for class ci increases by one. Otherwise, the vote for class
cj increases by one. After all binary classifiers have been
used to vote for the classes, the one that wins the most
votes is picked as the prediction of x.

Instance-Based Intention Prediction
We also applied k-nearest neighbor (KNN), an instance-
based method, to predict users’ intention. Given a set of
training instances with known intention, the KNN method
(k=1) predicts the intention of a testing instance by finding
the testing instance’s closest match in the training instances
and using the match’s intention as the prediction.

In instance-based intention prediction, besides semantic fea-
tures, we also use phoneme features of users’ spoken utter-
ances for intention prediction. For each speech recognition
hypothesis of an utterance, we can get a phoneme sequence.
Each phoneme sequence is treated as a phoneme feature.

We give an example to show the potential of using phoneme
features to help user intention prediction. As shown in Fig-
ure 4, the user’s utterance is not correctly recognized and as
a result, the semantic feature extracted from the recognized
speech does not give any useful information about the user’s
intention of ACT-INFO REQUEST. Therefore, using seman-
tic features alone will fail to predict the user’s intention.
However, if we compare the two phoneme sequences of the
true utterance and the speech recognition result, we can find
that the phoneme sequences of the mis-recognized speech,
[ax n d] [f er] [m ih sh ax n], is close to the true phoneme
sequence [ih n f er m ey sh ax n]. This means that using
phoneme sequence similarity can help recover the word “in-
formation”, which is the key to identifying the user’s inten-
tion in this utterance, and therefore can help predict intention
of the user.



User utterance: “information on this”
Phonemes: [ih n f er m ey sh ax n] [ao n] [dh ih s]

Speech recognition: “and for mission on this”
Phonemes: [ax n d] [f er] [m ih sh ax n] [ao n] [dh ih s]

Figure 4. Phonemes of an utterance

We applied KNN to predict user intention based on semantic
features and phoneme features. The similarity between a
testing instance xt and a training instance xr is defined as

dsp(xt,xr) = ds(xt,xr) + dp(xt,xr) (3)

where ds(xt,xr) is the Hamming distance between the nom-
inal semantic features and dp(xt,xr) is the distance between
the phoneme features.

Hamming distance ds(xt,xr) is defined as:

ds(xt,xr) =
m∑

k=1

δ(xt
k, xr

k) (4)

where xt
k(xr

k) is the k-th attribute in the semantic feature,
and

δ(xt
k, xr

k) =
{

0 xt
k = xr

k

1 xt
k 6= xr

k

Phonemes distance dp(xt,xr) is defined as follows based on
different configurations:

• when n-best speech recognition is used, and no gestural
information is used:

dp(xt,xr) = min
k

MED(P t
k, P r) (5)

• when n-best recognized speech hypotheses 1 are used, and
gestural information (i.e., objects indicated by deictic ges-
tures) is used

dp(xt,xr) = min
k

(
MED(P t

k, P r)
)

+ we(ot, or) (6)

where

MED − minimum edit distance
P t

k − phonemes of the k-th speech recognition
hypothesis of testing instance xt

P r − phonemes of the speech transcript of
training instance xr

we(ot, or) − distance between the object ot selected by
gesture accompanying testing instance xt

and the object or selected by gesture
accompanying training instance xr

(0 if ot and or are of the same semantic
type, otherwise a non-zero constant)

1When 1-best hypothesis is used, no min operation is necessary.

Utterance: “what is the power of this lamp?”

Standard speech recognition:
n-best list:

is the artist lamp
is the artist left

Gesture-tailored speech recognition:
gesture selection:

p(lamp mr) = 0.8094
p(door 1) = 0.1363
p(table pc) = 0.052
p(bedroom) = 0.0023

n-best list:
is the power this lamp
is the power this lamp’s
is the power this left

Figure 5. N-best lists of speech recognition of an utterance

Using Gesture in Speech Recognition for Intention Recog-
nition
As mentioned earlier, speech recognition is important for in-
tention recognition. The better the speech recognition, the
more accurate recognition hypotheses can be derived, which
potentially leads to better intention recognition. In our previ-
ous work [4, 25], we have shown that incorporating gesture
in speech recognition can achieve better recognition. We
can use gestural information first to help recognize users’
speech, then based on the gesture tailored speech recogni-
tion, to identify intention by classification-based language
understanding as described in previous section.

More specifically, gesture is incorporated in speech recogni-
tion through gesture-based salience driven language model-
ing [25]:

ps(wi|wi−1) =
p(wi|wi−1) + λ

∑
e p(wi|wi−1, e)p(e)

1 + λ
(7)

where p(wi|wi−1) is the standard bigram probability, p(e)
is the salience distribution over objects on the graphical dis-
play, which is influenced by the deictic gestures. The prim-
ing weight λ decides how much the original bigram proba-
bility will be tailored by the salient objects selected by the
gestures. This equation gives the new bigram probability
ps(wi|wi−1) that is tailored by the deictic gestures. This new
bigram model can be used in the speech decoding process
(i.e., Viterbi search) to generate the gesture tailored speech
recognition.

Figure 5 shows an example where using gesture improves
speech recognition and thus helps intention recognition. In
the example, the user asks “what is the power of this lamp?”
while pointing to a lamp object on the screen. The standard
speech recognition results are shown in the figure. As we
can see, none of the n-best hypotheses preserve the impor-
tant information about the utterance. However, the gesture
can be incorporated to improve recognition. In this case,
the pointing gesture results in a salience distribution of en-



tities in the graphic display as shown in the figure. When
this salience distribution is integrated with speech recogni-
tion, the tailored n-best hypotheses preserves the important
term “power”. The correct recognition of word “power” can
greatly help intention recognition because word “power” in-
dicates the key semantic concept WATTAGE, which is criti-
cal to identify the user’s intention.

EVALUATION
We empirically evaluated the role of gestural information
in intention recognition. We applied both model-based and
instance-based methods, and investigated utilization of ges-
ture for intention recognition in language understanding and
speech recognition stages.

Experiment Settings
We used the CMU Sphinx-4 speech recognizer [31] for speech
recognition. An open acoustic model and a domain dictio-
nary were used in recognizing users’ spoken utterances.

For model-based intention prediction, we evaluated the in-
tention prediction accuracies with the following classifiers
based on semantic features:

• NBayes – naive bayes

• DTree – decision tree (C4.5)

• SVM – support vector machine (polynomial kernel)

For instance-based intention prediction, we evaluated the in-
tention prediction accuracies with KNN classifiers based on
different instance similarity functions:

• S-KNN – instance distance defined on semantic features
(Equation (4))

• P-KNN – instance distance defined on phoneme features
(Equations (5) and (6) depending on whether gestural in-
formation is incorporated)

• SP-KNN – instance distance defined on combinational
features of semantics and phonemes (Equation (3))

For each method, we compared the performances of using
only the 1-best speech recognition hypothesis and using all
n-best speech recognition hypotheses for intention predic-
tion. Also, to compare the influences of gestural informa-
tion on intention prediction, we evaluated intention predic-
tion under three gesture configurations:

• noGest – no gestural information is used

• recoGest – with gesture recognition results, i.e., the most
likely objects selected by the user’s gestures as recognized
by the system.

• trueGest – with ground truth gesture recognition results,
i.e., the objects truly selected by the user’s gestures

For each method, we further evaluated intention prediction
based on standard speech recognition and gesture-tailored

speech recognition. When intention prediction is based on
standard speech recognition, gestural information is incor-
porated only in language understanding for intention predic-
tion. When intention prediction is based on gesture-tailored
speech recognition, gestural information is already used in
speech recognition and can also be used in language under-
standing stage for intention prediction.

The evaluations were done by a 10-fold cross validation on
the 649 utterances with accompanying gestures that were
collected in our user studies.

Results Based on Traditional Speech Recognition
Table 2 shows the intention prediction accuracies based on
the standard speech recognition results that did not use ges-
tural information. The intention prediction accuracies based
on transcripts of users’ spoken utterances are also given in
the table to show the upper-bound performance when speech
is perfectly recognized.

For all model-based methods (i.e., NBayes, DTree, SVM),
the results show that using gestural information together
with recognized speech (1-best or n-best) in intention pre-
diction achieves statistically significant improvement on pre-
diction accuracy compared to not using gestural informa-
tion. Among instance-based methods (i.e., S-KNN, P-KNN,
SP-KNN), only for the S-KNN that uses semantic features,
intention prediction accuracies are improved significantly
when gestural information is used together with recognized
speech (1-best or n-best hypotheses). For the P-KNN, where
only phoneme features are used, there is no significant change
between the intention prediction using gesture and not using
gesture, no matter if gestural information is used together
with 1-best speech recognition or n-best speech recogni-
tion. For the SP-KNN that uses both semantic and phoneme
features, intention prediction is significantly improved only
when gestural information is used together with 1-best speech
recognition.

It is found that, used together with recognized speech hy-
potheses in model-based methods, ground truth gesture se-
lection achieves more accurate intention prediction than rec-
ognized gesture selection in most configurations. This in-
dicates that improving gesture recognition and understand-
ing can further enhance intention prediction when speech
recognition is not perfect. When SVM is applied on seman-
tic features extracted from all n-best speech recognition hy-
potheses, using the true gesture selection achieves slightly
worse performance than using the recognized gesture selec-
tion. However, t-test shows that this difference is not sig-
nificant. In instance-based methods, using true gesture se-
lection makes no significant difference compared to using
recognized gesture selection for user intention prediction.

Results Based on Gesture-Tailored Speech Recognition
Table 3 shows the intention prediction accuracies based on
the gesture-tailored speech recognition hypotheses. Note
that in Table 3, gestural information (all possible gesture
selections recognized by the system) has been utilized in
speech recognition [25], the configurations noGest, reco-



transcript n-best hypotheses 1-best hypothesis
noGest recoGest trueGest noGest recoGest trueGest noGest recoGest trueGest

NBayes 0.860 0.878 0.874 0.709 0.741 0.755 0.721 0.747 0.763
DTree 0.881 0.888 0.889 0.718 0.729 0.738 0.727 0.755 0.769
SVM 0.878 0.884 0.884 0.713 0.749 0.744 0.730 0.747 0.760

S-KNN 0.881 0.888 0.884 0.700 0.740 0.737 0.730 0.757 0.758
P-KNN 0.918 0.921 0.921 0.790 0.797 0.806 0.798 0.801 0.804

SP-KNN 0.937 0.934 0.934 0.824 0.826 0.832 0.820 0.834 0.844

Table 2. Accuracies of intention prediction based on standard speech recognition

transcript n-best hypotheses 1-best hypothesis
noGest recoGest trueGest noGest recoGest trueGest noGest recoGest trueGest

NBayes 0.860 0.878 0.874 0.727 0.753 0.766 0.735 0.764 0.783
DTree 0.881 0.888 0.889 0.749 0.766 0.781 0.743 0.772 0.795
SVM 0.878 0.884 0.884 0.750 0.780 0.786 0.752 0.764 0.777

S-KNN 0.881 0.888 0.884 0.753 0.770 0.781 0.758 0.778 0.795
P-KNN 0.918 0.921 0.921 0.826 0.829 0.827 0.812 0.815 0.817

SP-KNN 0.937 0.934 0.934 0.858 0.857 0.860 0.843 0.855 0.860

Table 3. Accuracies of intention prediction based on gesture-tailored speech recognition

Gest, and trueGest only apply to how gestural information
is used in the language understanding stage for intention
prediction. Therefore, in Table 3, the results under config-
urations n-best hypotheses + noGest and 1-best hypothesis
+ noGest are actually the intention prediction performance
when gestural information is used in only speech recogni-
tion stage.

Compared to using gestural information only in speech recog-
nition, the accuracies of intention prediction are significantly
improved in all model-based methods when gestural infor-
mation is used in both speech recognition and language un-
derstanding, no matter if it is used together with 1-best or
n-best speech recognition. Among instance-based meth-
ods, only in S-KNN, that using gestural information in both
speech recognition and language understanding (with 1-best
or n-best recognition hypotheses) significantly improves in-
tention prediction compared to using gestural information
only in speech recognition. For P-KNN, whether or not ges-
tural information id used in language understanding does
not make significant change on intention prediction. For
SP-KNN, it is only when gestural information is used to-
gether with 1-best speech recognition hypothesis in lan-
guage understanding that intention prediction is significantly
improved compared to using gestural information only in
speech recognition.

In all model-based methods, together with recognized speech,
using ground truth gesture selection in language understand-
ing is found to improve intention prediction more than the
recognized gesture selection. Again, this indicates that im-
proving gesture recognition and understanding is helpful for
intention prediction. In instance-based methods, using true
or recognized gesture selection in language understanding
stage for intention prediction does not make significant dif-
ferences when phoneme features are used.

Results Based on Different Sizes of Training Data

The empirical results have shown that using gestural infor-
mation improves user intention recognition. To examine
whether this improvement by using gestural information is
dependent on the size of training data, we compare the accu-
racies of intention prediction with different sizes of training
sets. The results from each method are shown in Figure 6.
The semantic features and phoneme features are extracted
from the 1-best speech recognition and the recognized ges-
ture selection are used in intention prediction.

The intention prediction accuracy curves are generated in the
following way. The whole data set is first separated into 5
folds in a stratified way such that the class distributions in
each fold are the same. In each round of evaluation, two dif-
ferent folds are picked as the testing set and initial training
set, instances in the other 3 folds are added to the training
set incrementally by random picking to get intention pre-
diction accuracies based on different sizes of training sets.
After each fold of data has been used as testing set and ini-
tial training set, the intention prediction accuracy curves of
the 20 round evaluations are averaged to get the curves in
Figure 6.

We can see that, for all model-based and instance-based
methods, using gestural information in both speech recog-
nition stage and language understanding stage always out-
performs using gestural information in only language un-
derstanding stage or not using gestural information at all
for intention prediction. Using gestural information only
in speech recognition stage is found to always outperform
not using gestural information for intention prediction in all
model-based and instance-based methods despite the train-
ing size. When gestural information is used only in lan-
guage understanding stage, Naive Bayes and S-KNN always
improve intention prediction despite the training size. For
the other methods (Decision Tree, SVM, P-KNN, and SP-
KNN), sufficient training data is needed to make gestural
information helpful for intention prediction.
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(b) Decision Tree
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(c) SVM
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(d) S-KNN
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(e) P-KNN
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Figure 6. Intention prediction performance based on different training size

DISCUSSION
The empirical results lead to several findings about the role
of deictic gestures in intention recognition.

First, deictic gesture helps intention recognition given the
current speech recognition technology. The earlier deictic
gesture is used in the processing stage, the more effect it
brings to intention recognition. Speech recognition technol-
ogy still has significant limitations. Consistent with previous
findings [24], gestures can help language processing through
mutual disambiguation, however, in a much earlier stage.
Figure 7 shows the role of gesture in intention recognition by
different methods at different stages: used in speech recog-
nition, used in language understanding, used in both speech
recognition and language understanding. Across all meth-
ods, we can easily see that using gestural information in
speech recognition stage or language understanding stage
improves intention prediction. Using gestural information
in both speech recognition stage and language understand-
ing stage further improves intention prediction. Therefore, it
is desirable to incorporate gesture earlier in the pipeline (i.e.,
for speech recognition).

Second, deictic gesture does not help much in intention
recognition for a simple/small domain if speech is perfectly
recognized. As we can see in Table 2, when gestural in-
formation is used together with the transcripts of user ut-
terances to predict intention, the effect is not as significant
as when gesture information is used with recognized speech
hypotheses. This is within our expectation. Given a simple
domain with the limited number of vocabularies (the vocabu-

lary size for our current domain is 250), it is relatively easier
to come up with sufficient semantic grammar to cover the
variations of language. In other words, once user utterances
are correctly recognized, the semantics of the input can most
likely be correctly identified by the language understanding
component. So the bottleneck in interpretation appears in
speech recognition (due to many possible reasons such as
background noise, accent, etc.) The better speech recog-
nition is, the better the language understanding component
processes the hypotheses, and the less effect the gesture is
likely to bring. When speech is perfectly recognized (i.e.,
same as transcriptions), the addition of gesture information
will not bring extra advantage. In fact, it may hurt the per-
formance if gesture recognition is not adequate. However,
we feel that when the domain becomes more complex and
the variations of language become more difficult to process,
the use of gesture may begin to show advantage even when
speech recognition performs reasonably well. Certainly this
hypothesis is yet to be validated in our future work. Af-
ter all, speech recognition is far from being perfect in real-
ity, which makes gestural information valuable in intention
recognition.

Third, deictic gesture helps more significantly when com-
bined with semantic features than with phoneme features for
intention prediction. As shown in Figure 7, for NBaeys,
DTree, SVM and S-KNN where only semantic features are
used, the addition of deictic gesture in both speech recog-
nition and language understanding can improve the perfor-
mance between 4.7% and 6.6%. For P-KNN where only
the phonemes features are used, the improvement is 2.1%.



Although the addition of phoneme features significantly im-
proves the intention recognition performance, it is computa-
tionally much more expensive than the use of only semantic
features. Using phoneme features may become impractical
in real-time systems for complex domains. Thus the incor-
poration of the gestural information could be even more im-
portant.
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Figure 7. Results of incorporating gestural information in different
stages for intention recognition

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an empirical investigation on the role of
deictic gesture in recognizing user intention during interac-
tion with a speech and gesture interface. Different model-
based methods and instance-based methods utilizing gestu-
ral information have been applied to recognize users’ inten-
tion. Our empirical results have shown that using gestural
information in either speech recognition or language under-
standing stage is able to improve user intention recognition.
Moreover, when gestural information is used in both speech
recognition and language understanding, intention recogni-
tion can be further improved. These results indicates that de-
ictic gestures, although most indicative to reflect user atten-
tion, are helpful in recognizing user intention. These results
further point out when and how deictic gesture should be
effectively incorporated in building practical speech-gesture
systems.
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